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Abstract

Energy storage is a promising approach to address the challenge of intermittent generation from

renewables on the electric grid. In this work, we evaluate energy storage with a regenerative
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hydrogen fuel cell (RHFC) using net energy analysis. We examine the most widely installed RHFC

configuration, containing an alkaline water electrolyzer and a PEM fuel cell. To compare RHFC's

to other storage technologies, we use two energy return ratios: the electrical energy stored on

invested (ESOI ) ratio (the ratio of electrical energy returned by the device over its lifetime to the

electrical-equivalent energy required to build the device) and the overall energy efficiency (the

ratio of electrical energy returned by the device over its lifetime to total lifetime electrical-

equivalent energy input into the system). In our reference scenario, the RHFC system has an

ESOI  ratio of 59, more favorable than the best battery technology available today (Li-ion, ESOI

= 35). (In the reference scenario RHFC, the alkaline electrolyzer is 70% efficient and has a stack

lifetime of 100 000 h; the PEM fuel cell is 47% efficient and has a stack lifetime of 10 000 h; and

the round-trip efficiency is 30%.) The ESOI  ratio of storage in hydrogen exceeds that of batteries

because of the low energy cost of the materials required to store compressed hydrogen, and the

high energy cost of the materials required to store electric charge in a battery. However, the low

round-trip efficiency of a RHFC energy storage system results in very high energy costs during

operation, and a much lower overall energy efficiency than lithium ion batteries (0.30 for RHFC,

vs. 0.83 for lithium ion batteries). RHFC's represent an attractive investment of manufacturing

energy to provide storage. On the other hand, their round-trip efficiency must improve

dramatically before they can offer the same overall energy efficiency as batteries, which have

round-trip efficiencies of 75–90%. One application of energy storage that illustrates the tradeoff

between these different aspects of energy performance is capturing overgeneration (spilled

power) for later use during times of peak output from renewables. We quantify the relative

energetic benefit of adding different types of energy storage to a renewable generating facility

using [EROI] . Even with 30% round-trip efficiency, RHFC storage achieves the same [EROI]

as batteries when storing overgeneration from wind turbines, because its high ESOI  ratio and

the high EROI of wind generation offset the low round-trip efficiency.
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Broader context

The rapid increase in electricity generation from wind and solar is a promising step toward

decarbonizing the electricity sector. Because wind and solar generation are highly intermittent,

energy storage will likely be key to their continued expansion. A wide variety of technology

options are available for electric energy storage. One is a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell (RHFC)

system that converts electricity to hydrogen by water electrolysis, stores the hydrogen, and later

provides it to a fuel cell to generate electric power. RHFC systems are already operating in several

dozen locations. In this net energy analysis, we compare the quantity of energy dispatched from

the system over its lifetime to the energy required to build the device. We find that, for the same

quantity of manufacturing energy input, hydrogen storage provides more energy dispatched from

storage than does a typical lithium ion battery over the lifetime of the facility. On the other hand,

energy storage in hydrogen has a much lower round-trip efficiency than batteries, resulting in

significant energy losses during operation. Even at its present-day round-trip efficiency of 30%,

however, it can provide the same overall energy benefit as batteries when storing overgeneration

from wind farms.

1 Introduction

Annual electricity generation from wind and solar power is growing rapidly,  and can contribute

significantly to reducing our society's carbon emissions.  However, these technologies present

significant challenges to grid operators, including intermittent output and a mismatch between peak

output and peak demand, which can result in grid instability, negative pricing, and wasteful

curtailment.  Grid-scale energy storage enables further growth of these low-emissions generating

sources by levelling peak load, increasing the capacity factors of wind and solar installations, and

transforming these intermittent generators into grid-dispatchable resources.  A variety of grid-scale

storage technologies are available, including pumped hydro, compressed air, and various types of
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battery storage.

Another technology available for grid-scale energy storage is a regenerative fuel cell, in which energy

is stored as hydrogen gas.  A regenerative hydrogen fuel cell system consists of a water

electrolyzer, compressed hydrogen gas storage tanks, and a fuel cell (Fig. 1). The system uses electricity

to generate hydrogen from water in an electrolyzer. The hydrogen is stored in high-pressure tanks, and

dispatched to the hydrogen fuel cell to generate electricity when desired.

Fig. 1 Schematic of a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell system.

Regenerative hydrogen fuel cells (RHFC's) have several characteristics that are well-suited to large-

scale energy storage. They are not subject to geological requirements, which are important restrictions

on pumped hydro and compressed air storage. The energy capacity and power capacity of a

regenerative fuel cell can be configured independently. Storing energy in hydrogen provides a

dramatically higher energy density than any other energy storage medium.  Hydrogen is also a

flexible energy storage medium which can be used in stationary fuel cells (electricity only or combined

heat and power),  internal combustion engines,  or fuel cell vehicles.  Hydrogen

storage has a very low rate of self-discharge, and has therefore been proposed for seasonal storage.

The cost of energy storage in a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell is already potentially competitive with

batteries in an optimized energy arbitrage system.  Several dozen RHFC projects have already

implemented hydrogen storage, spanning a wide range of energy and power capacities (Fig. 2).  The
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most common configuration among existing systems contains an alkaline water electrolyzer (AWE) and

a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).‡

Fig. 2 Power and energy ratings of some existing RHFC systems. “Other” includes systems in which an

alkaline water electrolyzer is paired with an alkaline fuel cell or phosphoric acid fuel cell; or a PEM

water electrolyzer with an internal combustion engine. Data from ref. 12.

Although there are important benefits when renewable electricity is stored for later use rather than

curtailed, we also incur an energy cost when we build the energy storage systems that make this

possible. Net energy analysis provides a consistent methodology with which to compare these

energetic costs and benefits. Net energy analysis is a life cycle analysis technique that compares the

energy output of a device or process to the energy inputs required to manufacture and operate it.23
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Previous work has analyzed the tradeoff between curtailing excess generation from renewables and

building new energy storage to capture it, using the energy stored on invested (ESOI ) ratio of different

storage technologies.  The ESOI  ratio is a measure of how much energetic benefit our society receives

in exchange for each unit of energy invested in building an energy storage system:

 

(1)

where the subscript “e” denotes quantities of electrical energy. The ESOI  ratio serves as an apples-to-

apples comparison of the net energy balance of different storage technologies, and provides a basis for
determining whether building new storage or curtailing overgeneration yields a greater total energy
return.

In the present study, we use net energy analysis to compare regenerative hydrogen fuel cells to other

storage technologies on the basis of life-cycle energy costs. We first introduce a model to determine the

ESOI  ratio of a RHFC system as a function of system parameters such as fuel cell efficiency and energy-

to-power ratio. We apply this model to a RHFC system containing an alkaline water electrolyzer and a

PEM fuel cell, and analyze the impact of different technology and design variables on the system's

lifetime energy balance. We then use the model to analyze the energy cost or benefit that results from

building new RHFC storage to complement an intermittent renewable generating facility. Finally, we

compare it with a lithium ion battery storage system, which has the highest ESOI  ratio among the

battery technologies currently used for grid-scale storage.

2 Methodology

2.1 ESOI  ratio of a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell

2.1.1 ESOI  ratio as a function of RHFC operating parameters.  The energy stored on

invested (ESOI ) ratio of a storage device is the ratio of electrical energy it dispatches to the grid over its

lifetime to the embodied electrical energy§ required to build the device. ¶ We restate equation (1) as
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(2)

The denominator is the sum of the embodied energies of each individual component of the system. For

the regenerative fuel cell system depicted in Fig. 1, the denominator includes terms for the electrolyzer

(lyz), hydrogen compressor (comp), hydrogen storage (st), and fuel cell (FC).

 

(3)

Each quantity in eqn (3) can be restated in terms of the operating parameters of the system

components.

The total lifetime energy output from the regenerative fuel cell is the product of the fuel cell's

cumulative operating time, T , and its rated power, P .||

 

[E ]  = T P (4)

In the denominator of eqn (3), each term is the product of a capacity (a quantity of electrolyzer

power, storage capacity, or fuel cell power) and an energy intensity (the amount of electrical energy

required to manufacture one unit of capacity). For the electrolyzer embodied energy, we distinguish the

contribution from the cell stack (which may need replacement during the system lifetime) from that in

the balance of system (BOS; which we assume to be durable throughout the system lifetime). The

number of cell stack replacements is given by the ratio of the system lifetime, T , to the operating

lifetime of the cell stack, τ . We apply the ceiling function to this ratio (i.e. round up to the next

integer) to reflect complete (not fractional) stack replacement.

 

(5)

FC FC
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Because the required compressor capacity is determined by the hydrogen flow rate from the

electrolyzer, which in turn is determined by the electrolyzer's power capacity, we normalize the energy

intensity of the compressor to the power capacity of the electrolyzer. The total embodied energy is the

product

 

E  = P ζ (6)

The embodied energy of the hydrogen storage tanks is the product of the storage capacity and the

energy intensity

 

E  = Sε (7)

if we assume that the hydrogen storage tanks last for the full service lifetime of the RHFC system.

For the embodied energy of the fuel cell, we specify the contributions from the cell stack and

balance of plant, as with the electrolyzer.

 

(8)

Substitution into eqn (3) gives

 

(9)

where T  and T  are the cumulative operating durations of the fuel cell and electrolyzer throughout

the service life of the storage facility (in s); P  and P  are the electric power ratings of the fuel cell and

electrolyzer (in [MW] ); S is the storage capacity of the hydrogen tank (in [MJ] **); ζ , ζ  and ζ  are

the electrical energy intensities of electrolyzer, compressor and fuel cell (in [MJ] /[MW] ); ε  is the

life
emb,comp lyz comp

life
emb,st st

FC lyz
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electrical energy intensity of the hydrogen tank (in [MJ] /[MJ] ); and τ  and τ  are the operating

lifetimes of the fuel cell stack and electrolyzer stack (in s).

2.1.2 Dependence on energy-to-power ratio.  An important characteristic of an energy storage

system is the duration of dispatch from the fully charged state. This duration is proportional to the

system's energy-to-power ratio. For the RHFC, we define the energy-to-power ratio

 

(10)

which has units of time. For a RHFC system, the maximum dispatch duration is given by R × η .

To parametrize eqn (9) in terms of R, we first note that the energy content of the hydrogen produced

by the electrolyzer over the system lifetime (=η T P ) is equal to the energy content of the hydrogen

consumed during the system lifetime . We therefore assume in the following analysis that

the power capacities and operating durations of the system satisfy the relation

 

(11)

or, equivalently,

 

η η T P  = T P (12)

Substituting this expression into eqn (9) yields

 

(13)

(See ESI† for full derivation.)
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2.1.3 Round-trip efficiency.  The lifetime round-trip efficiency of the RHFC system is

 

(14)

where E  is the energy that flows into the RHFC during its operation. There are two contributions to

E : the energy that flows directly into the electrolyzer for storage, and the energy required for

hydrogen compression.

 

(15)

The lifetime energy input into the electrolyzer, E , is the product of the electrolyzer's cumulative

operating duration and power capacity.

 

E  = T P (16)

The lifetime energy output is the product of the fuel cell's cumulative operating duration and power

(eqn (4)).

We determine the lifetime energy requirement for hydrogen compression relative to the energy

content of the hydrogen produced in the system. For this, we use the compression efficiency η , i.e.

the proportion of the energy content available from a quantity of hydrogen a'er subtracting the energy

required to compress it.

 

(17)

where  is the energy content of all the hydrogen produced (and consumed) within the RHFC system

during its lifetime. This is equal to the energy output (as hydrogen) from the electrolyzer:

 

life
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life
in
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(18)

Substituting into eqn (17) yields

 

(19)

Substituting eqn (4), (16), and (19) into (15) and collecting terms yields

 

(20)

Finally, we can substitute eqn (12) and cancel terms to obtain

 

(21)

2.2 Reference case values

The technical operating characteristics of the reference case RHFC system (Table 1) were compiled from

the literature. We have converted all physical quantities to SI units.

Table 1 Reference case values for the operating parameters of a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell

Component

Alkaline electrolyzer
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2.2.1 Alkaline water electrolyzer.  Alkaline water electrolyzers are a mature technology with

lifetimes of 100 000 h (τ  = 3.6 × 10  s), and system efficiencies of η  = 0.7.††

To determine the energy intensity of alkaline water electrolyzers (AWE's), life cycle inventory (LCI)

data are required. Unfortunately, no peer-reviewed LCI's are available for alkaline water electrolyzers.

However, an empirical LCI is available for an alkaline fuel cell (AFC), a 2010 study by Staffell and Ingram

(Table S1, ESI†).  Although AWE's and AFC's are designed differently, both employ nickel as a catalyst,

at the anode of an AFC and the cathode of an AWE.  We judge that because of the partial

overlap in this key energy-intense material, the AFC LCI provides a useful approximation when

a The value of this parameter is chosen by the project designers, and does not depend on technology status.

Table S3 (ESI). g See Section 2.1.3. h R = S/P .

Hydrogen storage and compression

PEM fuel cell

Full system

FC

lyz
8

lyz
27,28

39

27,39–41
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estimating the embodied energy of the AWE. From this life-cycle inventory and Ecoinvent data,  we

determined a final value of 1.36 × 10  (MJ) /(MW)  for the cell stack of the alkaline fuel cell model

analyzed by Staffell and Ingram. To convert from primary to electrical energy, we multiply by η  = 0.30

to obtain a final value of ζ  = 4.1 × 10  (MJ) /(MW) .

This approach necessarily introduces significant uncertainty into our estimate of ζ , and we

examine a wide range of values in our sensitivity analysis (Section 3.2).

To estimate the electrolyzer balance-of-system (BOS) energy intensity, we consider a commercial 2.2

MW electrolyzer produced by NEL hydrogen. The frame and ancillary systems of this electrolyzer weigh

60 000 kg.  They are fabricated mostly of steel, so we approximate the entire mass as consisting of

steel. Using an embodied energy value for steel of 40.0 MJ kg ,  this quantity of steel has an

embodied energy of 2.4 × 10  (MJ) , corresponding to an energy intensity of 1.1 × 10  (MJ) /(MW)

or ζ  = 3.3 × 10  (MJ) /(MW) .

2.2.2 Hydrogen compression and storage.  Adiabatic compression of hydrogen from ambient

pressure to 20 MPa requires approximately 14.4 MJ kg .  This is 12% of the energy content of the

hydrogen being compressed (LHV basis), resulting in an efficiency of  or η  = 0.89.

To determine the energy intensity of a hydrogen compressor, we consider a representative

commercially available compressor (RIX Industries model 4VX-S).  This compressor has a capacity of

48 N m  h  (30 SCFM), which is approximately the output of a 240 kW electrolyzer, and weighs 1300 kg

(3000 pounds). Since the compressor is fabricated predominantly of steel, we approximate its materials

inventory as 100% steel. Using an embodied energy value for steel of 40.0 (MJ)  kg ,  this

corresponds to an embodied energy of 5.5 × 10  (MJ) . As the electrolyzer power capacity determines

the hydrogen flow rate, which in turn determines the capacity required of the compressor, we

normalize the energy intensity of the compressor to the power capacity of the electrolyzer. For the

compressor described here, this gives an energy intensity of 2.3 × 10  (MJ) /(MW) , or ζ  = 6.5 × 10

(MJ) /(MW) .

To estimate the energy intensity of compressed hydrogen storage, we considered a 58 kg steel

42
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cylinder that holds 0.72 kg of hydrogen at 20 MPa.  To restate this mass of steel in terms of energy, we

use the same value for the energy intensity of steel as the previous calculation – 40.0 (MJ)  kg  – and

assume that the tank is made entirely of steel. To restate this mass of hydrogen as a quantity of energy,

we consider the energy content of hydrogen of 120.2 MJ kg  (LHV basis). The steel cylinder described

here then has an energy intensity for hydrogen storage of 26.8 (MJ) /(MJ) . We multiply by η  =

0.30 to obtain a final value of ε  = 8.0 (MJ) /(MJ) .

2.2.3 PEM fuel cell.  For fuel cell efficiency, we adopt the value of η  = 0.47 reported in 2013 by

Verhage et al. for a 72 kW stationary PEM fuel cell power plant.

We assume a fuel cell stack lifetime of 10 000 h (τ  = 3.6 × 10 ), which is a lower bound for

commercially available PEM fuel cell stacks.  For the energy intensity of the PEM fuel cell stack, we

critically reviewed the PEMFC life-cycle analysis literature to determine a value of 5.7 × 10  (MJ) /MW

(see ESI†). To convert from primary to electrical energy, we multiply by η  = 0.30 to obtain ζ  = 1.7

× 10  (MJ) /(MW) . For the energy intensity of the fuel cell balance of system, we add the same value, or

ζ  = 1.7 × 10  (MJ) /(MW) .‡‡

2.3 ESOI  ratios of batteries and geological storage

The expression to determine the ESOI  ratio of a battery is simpler than for a RHFC, since a battery does

not contain separate power and energy components. We treat energy storage in pumped hydro and

compressed air/natural gas in the same way as for batteries. In addition, we revise the previously

reported ESOI  ratios for these technologies, introduced by Barnhart and Benson,  to reflect a true

cradle-to-gate assessment.§§ The ESOI  ratio for batteries and geologic storage is calculated as

 

(22)

where λ is the cycle life of the device; D is the depth of discharge; and ε  is the cradle-to-gate electrical

embodied energy. The technology characteristics and ESOI  ratios for several storage technologies are

collected in Table 2. These technologies include lithium ion (LIB), sodium sulfur (NaS), vanadium (VRB),
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zinc bromine (ZnBr), and lead acid (PbA) batteries; compressed air energy storage (CAES); and pumped

hydro storage (PHS).

Table 2 Characteristics and ESOI  ratios of battery and geologic storage technologies

 λ D ε ESOI

LIB 6000 80 136 35

NaS 4750 80 146 26

VRB 2900 100 208 14

ZnBr 2750 80 151 15

PbA 700 80 96 5.8

CAES 25 000 100 22 1100

PHS 25 000 100 30 830

3 Results

3.1 ESOI  ratio of a regenerative hydrogen fuel cell

Our reference case RHFC system is for a hypothetical wind farm producing P  = 5 MW of overgeneration

for eight hours per day. We set the cumulative operating duration of the electrolyzer equal to the

lifetime of the electrolyzer stack, or T  = τ  = 3.6 × 10  s (100 000 h). At eight hours per day of

operation, this corresponds to a thirty-four year service life. The system has enough compressed

hydrogen storage capacity to store all the excess energy generated over three days (i.e. 24 hours of

operation), which is 3.02 × 10  MJ at η  = 0.7 (equal to 84 MW h or 251 kg H  [LHV basis]). In order for the

system to provide continuous power for five hours (a suitable duration for load leveling of renewables )

from a single day's generation, the fuel cell power rating is set to P  = 2.6 MW. This corresponds (from

eqn (11)) to a lifetime fuel cell operating duration of T  = 2.3 × 10  s (64 000 h). From eqn (21), the

reference case RHFC system has a round-trip efficiency of η  = 0.30.

A RHFC energy storage facility with these technical characteristics and configuration has an ESOI

ratio of 59 (from eqn (9)). This is higher than lithium ion batteries (ESOI  = 35), and much lower than
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pumped hydro (ESOI  = 830) and compressed air/natural gas (ESOI  = 1100).

3.2 ESOI  sensitivity analysis

A univariate sensitivity analysis, using the base parameters in Table 1, shows that the ESOI  ratio of the

RHFC system is strongly influenced by the efficiency, lifetime, and energy intensity of the fuel cell stack

(Fig. 3 and Table 3). For instance, doubling the fuel cell stack lifetime would increase the ESOI  ratio to

68. The same increase in the ESOI  ratio would result from increasing the fuel cell efficiency from 47% to

57%, or reducing the fuel cell stack energy intensity from 1.7 × 10  to 1.1 × 10  (MJ) /(MW) . 

Fig. 3 Dependence of ESOI  ratio on individual system parameters. Calculated from eqn (9). The range

of each parameter is specified in Table 3.

Table 3 Range of each parameter in the univariate sensitivity analysis (Fig. 3)

Parameter Low value (−1.0) Reference value (0.0) High value (1.0)

η 0.55 0.70 0.85

ζ 2.1 × 10  MJ MW 4.1 × 10  MJ MW 6.1 × 10  MJ MW

ζ 2.0 × 10  MJ MW 3.3 × 10  MJ MW 5.0 × 10  MJ MW
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τ 1.8 × 10  s (50 000 h) 3.6 × 10  s (100 000 h) 5.4 × 10  s (150 000 h)

η 0.82 0.89 0.96

ε 4.0 MJ MJ 8.0 MJ MJ 12.0 MJ MJ

η 0.22 0.47 0.72

ζ 9.0 ×10  MJ MW 1.7 × 10  MJ MW 2.5 × 10  MJ MW

ζ 9.0 × 10  MJ MW 1.7 × 10  MJ MW 2.5 × 10  MJ MW

τ 0 s (0 h) 3.6 × 10  s (10 000 h) 7.2 × 10  s (20 000 h)

log(R) 4.1 5.1 6.1

The energy-to-power ratio R also strongly affects the system's net energy performance. This

parameter is directly proportional to the discharge time of the fully-charged RHFC, a key operational

consideration for energy storage facilities. The discharge time is given by R × η . The net energy benefit

of a RHFC system is maximized with an R value under 1 × 10  s (8.8 h, providing up to 4 h of

dispatchable power from the fully charged state with η  = 0.47). However, the ESOI  ratio diminishes

dramatically as R increases beyond this value (Fig. 3).

The ESOI  ratio is moderately sensitive to the energy intensity of the compressed hydrogen storage,

the energy intensity of the electrolyzer balance of system, and the efficiency of the electrolyzer. The

energy intensity of the electrolyzer stack, whose value is the most uncertain among all the technical

parameters (Section 2.2.1), is also a moderately sensitive parameter. The energy intensity of the fuel cell

balance of system has almost no influence on the ESOI  ratio.

The energy-to-power ratio R has an important interaction with the technical performance

parameters such as lifetime and energy intensity of the fuel cell. At small values of R, technology

advances such as improvements in fuel cell lifetime and efficiency can significantly increase the ESOI

ratio of the RHFC system. However, larger values of R (providing longer dispatch duration from a single

charge) diminish the impact of technology improvements on the ESOI  ratio (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Dependence of ESOI  ratio on τ , η , and R. Calculated from eqn (9).

3.3 Net energy analysis of hydrogen storage versus curtailment for renewables

overgeneration

Grid-scale energy storage can avoid wasteful curtailment and allow greater total energy output from an

intermittent generation facility. However, constructing the energy storage requires an energy input. Net

energy analysis can determine when the energy benefit of avoiding curtailment outweighs the energy

cost of building new storage capacity.

We consider a generating facility that experiences overgeneration, and we wish to determine

whether installing energy storage will provide a net energy benefit over curtailment. The generating

facility itself has an energy return on investment of [EROI] . Due to overgeneration, a fraction φ of the

generated power must be diverted away from transmission. This diverted power may be stored for later

use, or curtailed and lost (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 A generating facility with [EROI]  may experience curtailment, resulting in an overall EROI of

[EROI] . Alternatively, the overgeneration may be routed through a storage facility, resulting in an

overall EROI of [EROI] .

When generation is curtailed (and not stored), the EROI of the generation source decreases to

 

[EROI]  = (1 − φ)[EROI] (23)

If the overgeneration is instead diverted to storage in a local mini-grid, the aggregate EROI of the
storage-equipped mini-grid is

 

(24)

(See ESI† for derivation.)

Both [EROI]  and [EROI]  are always less than [EROI] . However, [EROI]  may be greater or
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less than [EROI] , depending on the characteristics of the storage technology used. The choice of

whether to build storage or accept curtailment therefore depends on the ESOI  ratio, as well as on the

efficiency of the storage facility, the EROI of the generation technology, and the expected diversion ratio

φ (eqn (24)).

The decision of whether to store or curtail depends on which quantity is greater, [EROI]  or

[EROI] . By scaling this difference to [EROI] , we can quantify the benefit of storage, relative to

curtailment, across different generating technologies with different values of [EROI] .

 

(25)

When this quantity is positive, building new energy storage capacity will yield a greater overall return

on the energy invested in building the entire grid. When this quantity is negative, curtailing the

overgeneration will yield a greater overall return on the energy investment, because the energy cost of

building the storage facility outweighs the benefit of storing the energy for deferred use.

Because [EROI]  is a function of the ESOI  ratio, and the ESOI  ratio of a RHFC system is in turn a

function of the energy-to-power ratio R, the relative benefit of storing overgeneration in a RHFC system

depends on the energy-to-power ratio of the RHFC system (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Energy cost/benefit analysis of building the reference case hydrogen energy storage system to

store overgeneration instead of curtailing it. Calculated from eqn (25).

For RHFC systems with low values of R, storing overgeneration from a photovoltaic system provides

a net energy benefit over curtailing when the diversion ratio is above approximately 10%. At R values
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above 100 h (providing 47 h of continuous dispatch in our reference system), RHFC storage becomes

breakeven at intermediate diversion ratios, yielding neither an energy cost nor an energy benefit

compared to curtailment. However, for power from wind farms, RHFC storage is unfavorable except at

high diversion ratios (φ > 0.75).

Barnhart et al. recently examined the net energy impacts of building storage versus accepting

curtailment for a variety of geologic and battery storage technologies coupled with wind turbines and

photovoltaic panels.  These included pumped hydro (PHS) and compressed air (CAES) as well as

lithium ion (LIB), sodium sulfur (NaS), vanadium (VRB), zinc bromine (ZnBr), and lead acid (PbA)

batteries. Here, we extend this analysis with the corresponding results for a RHFC system (Fig. 7). The

RHFC system analyzed for this comparison is identical to the reference system (Table 1) except that it

contains 22 MW h (8.0 × 10  MJ) of hydrogen storage capacity, which provides four hours of discharge (R

= 8.5 h). The maximum dispatch time assumed in this analysis varies for each technology, and is

specified in the legend of Fig. 7.¶¶
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Fig. 7 Energy cost/benefit analysis of storing energy using different storage technologies. Calculated
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from eqn (24). Adapted from ref. 24.

For wind overgeneration, building the reference case RHFC system results in a [EROI]  equal to the

corresponding result for a building a LIB storage system, and more favorable than for other battery

technologies. However, the [EROI]  for any non-geological storage option is lower than [EROI]  for φ

< 0.50. In contrast, for photovolatic overgeneration, RHFC storage is less favorable than LIB or NaS, but

preferable to curtailing.

4 Discussion

The present analysis evaluates the net energy balance of a discrete regenerative hydrogen fuel cell

system containing an alkaline water electrolyzer and a PEM fuel cell. In this section, we compare RHFC's

to LIB systems using two different measures of net energy benefit. We also examine the importance of

the materials in the contrast between the ESOI  ratios of these two technologies. We summarize the

implications for fuel cell research and storage system design.

4.1 Comparison of RHFC and LIB energy storage systems

4.1.1 Embodied energy, system efficiency, and net energy indicators.  Two distinct energy

return ratios are useful in comparing different energy storage technologies. The first is the ESOI  ratio,

which indicates how efficiently a storage system leverages energy inputs that are external to the energy

storage process.|||| These energy inputs occur during the manufacturing phase of the storage system's

life cycle, for preparing materials and assembling the system. The ESOI  ratio is primarily influenced by

the quantity and energy intensity of the materials required for a particular storage system. It can have

any positive value.

Lithium ion batteries (LIB's) have the highest ESOI  ratio (35) among a series of battery technologies

being installed for grid storage (Fig. 8).  Energy storage in hydrogen, using the reference case RHFC

system, has a ESOI  ratio of 59. This indicates that one joule of energy invested in manufacturing a RHFC

system enables more output from energy storage than a joule invested in manufacturing a LIB system.
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Fig. 8 ESOI  ratios of energy storage in geologic, battery, and regenerative fuel cell systems. (Values

for geologic and battery technologies are taken from ref. 46.)

The round-trip efficiency of a storage system is a characteristic of the system's operation, rather than

its manufacture, and is not reflected in the ESOI  ratio. It is accounted for in a second energy return

ratio, the overall energy efficiency (η*).  The overall energy efficiency compares the net energy output

from the system to the total energy inputs. These total energy inputs include the energy directed into

the system for storage during its operational life (E ), as well as the manufacturing-phase external

energy inputs (E ).

 

(26)
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The value of η* for a storage system is strongly influenced by the system's round-trip efficiency,

rather than by its materials requirements. Because E  < E , η* always lies between zero and unity.

For the RHFC system, the embodied energy is negligible compared to the energy inputs during

operation, so η* for the RHFC system is approximately equal to its round-trip efficiency of 0.30. For the

LIB, the embodied energy is small compared to the energy inputs during operation, but is not

negligible, so the LIB's η* of 0.83 is close to, but slightly lower than, its round-trip efficiency of 0.9.

These two different energy return ratios quantify two different dimensions of energy performance.

The higher ESOI  ratio of the reference case RHFC system reflects its more efficient use of

manufacturing energy to dispatch the same unit of electrical energy from storage. The LIB's higher

overall energy efficiency (η*) reflects its greater efficiency in handling the energy stored in the system

during its operational life.

4.1.2 ESOI  ratio and system lifetime.  Lifetime is an important consideration for energy storage

systems. We can make a meaningful comparison between the lifetimes of RHFC and LIB systems by

considering the total duration of discharge provided by each system as initially installed (excluding any

component replacements). For LIB systems, we first consider the system's cycle life. A benchmark cycle

life for a LIB system operating at 80% depth of charge is 6000 cycles.  We next consider the desired

duration of discharge from a single cycle, which is five to ten hours for storing off-peak renewable

power.  A LIB system with a 6000-cycle life, configured for five hours of discharge per cycle (the same as

our reference case RHFC system), will provide 30 000 h of dispatchable power over its lifetime.***

The lifetime of a AWE–PEMFC RHFC system is limited by the fuel cell. A RHFC system identical to the

reference case (Table 1), but with a fuel cell stack lifetime of 30 000 h (equal to the LIB lifetime

discharge), has a ESOI  ratio of 72. (Ballard Power Systems presently advertises this cell stack lifetime

for its stationary PEMFC systems.) Even with the more conservative PEMFC stack lifetime of 10 000 h

used for the reference case, the ESOI  ratio of the RHFC system (59) exceeds that of the LIB system (35).

A RHFC system with the same operational characteristics as a typical LIB system provides more energy

dispatch for every joule of manufacturing energy input.

Although a longer PEMFC stack lifetime increases the ESOI  ratio, it has no effect on the overall

energy efficiency of the system. This is because over the lifetime of the system, almost all the energy
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costs are due to efficiency losses, not to manufacturing the system (Table 5).

4.1.3 Energy-storing materials and embodied energy.  Storing electricity in our reference

case RHFC system has a more favorable ESOI  ratio than lithium ion batteries (Fig. 8). A detailed

comparison of the functions of various materials included in these two storage devices provides some

insight into this result. Each storage device includes certain materials that are directly involved in

storing energy (as electric charge or compressed gas). Each device contains other materials that do not

directly participate in energy storage, such as the materials in the electrolyzer and fuel cell of a RHFC

system, and the current collectors in a battery.

Lithium ion batteries contain several materials that are directly involved in storing electric charge: a

lithium intercalation compound at the cathode, highly reduced carbon at the anode, a lithium

electrolyte, and a separator membrane.††† These four active charge-storing materials in a lithium ion

battery account for approximately 40% of the energy required to manufacture the battery (Table S6,

ESI†).

In a RHFC system using conventional cylinders to store compressed hydrogen gas, the only material

directly involved in storing energy is the steel used to fabricate the cylinders. In our reference case RHFC

system, the energy-storing material – the steel pressure vessel – accounts for only 26% of the embodied

energy (Table S3, ESI†). In an otherwise identical RHFC system that uses composite cylinders for

hydrogen storage (instead of more energy intensive steel cylinders), the storage component represents

only 12% of the system's embodied energy. The materials that perform the intrinsic energy storage

function in a LIB system are more energetically expensive than in an RHFC system, as a share of the

total manufacturing energy costs.

This contrast is reflected by the different energy intensities of storing energy in compressed

hydrogen storage versus lithium ion batteries. Estimates for the energy intensity of lithium ion battery

storage range from 86 to 200 MJ MJ .  This is several times our estimate of 28 MJ MJ  for

compressed hydrogen storage in steel vessels.

4.2 Key technical parameters and implications for research

The most important technical parameters that influence the net energy balance of a RHFC system are

e
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the fuel cell efficiency, lifetime and energy intensity (Fig. 3). Extending the fuel cell lifetime beyond the

reference value of 10 000 h would significantly increase the ESOI  ratio. For instance, increasing the

lifetime to 30 000 h would increase the ESOI  ratio from 59 to 72 (Table 4). With a fuel cell stack lifetime

of 50 000 h, and a fuel cell system efficiency of 0.60, the reference case RHFC system would have an

ESOI  ratio of 110 (Fig. 4).

Table 4 ESOI  ratios for different RHFC system scenarios

Table 5 Comparison of energy storage in RHFC and LIB systems using two different energy return ratios

The energy intensity of the fuel cell is a moderately sensitive parameter (Fig. 3). Although the fuel cell

energy intensity (2.1 × 10  MJ MW ) is less than our estimate of the electrolyzer energy intensity (5.1 ×

Scenario Description

Reference case (See Table 1)

Efficient fuel cell η  = 0.70

Low-Pt fuel cell Fuel cell Pt loading reduced by 50%

Composite cylinders Compressed hydrogen vessel constructed of epoxy-polyacronitrile resin

Durable fuel cell τ  = 30 000 h

Durable fuel cell with composite cylinders τ  = 30 000 h, and compressed hydrogen vessel constructed of epoxy-polyacronitrile resin

Four months of storage Hydrogen storage capacity adequate for four months of generation

Four months of storage with composite cylinders Hydrogen storage capacity adequate for four months of generation, in vessel constructed of epoxy-polyacronitrile resin

Four months of storage in underground salt cavern Hydrogen storage capacity adequate for four months of generation, in an underground salt cavern similar to compressed air storage caverns

 E  (10  MJ) E  (10  MJ) E

a The reference case RHFC described in Table 1. b A LIB system with the characteristics in Table 2, and the same discharge capacity as the reference case RHFC

system (39.5 MW h).

RHFC 592 9.92 1973

LIB 677 64 752
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10  MJ MW ), the short cell stack lifetime requires seven replacements of the fuel cell stack during the

service lifetime of the RHFC system. Since the energy cost of the cell stack must be paid every time the

stack is replaced, the fuel cell energy intensity is a higher-sensitivity parameter than the electrolyzer

energy intensity, even though its absolute value is lower (1.7 × 10 vs. 4.1 × 10  MJ MW ). The fuel cell

energy intensity is dominated by the energy cost of the platinum catalyst (40%) and carbon fiber (29%),

followed by carbon paper (13%) and aluminum (12%) (Table S3, ESI†).

The significant research effort focused on reducing PEMFC catalyst loadings,  motivated

primarily by cost considerations, is consistent with increasing the ESOI  ratio of a PEMFC-based RHFC

system, since lower platinum loadings will reduce the energy intensity of the cell stack. However,

because platinum accounts for less than half of the fuel cell's embodied energy (Table S3, ESI†),

reduced platinum loadings will have only a modest impact on the ESOI  ratio of a AWE–PEMFC RHFC

system. A 50% decrease in platinum loading yields only a 20% decrease in the fuel cell embodied

energy, increasing the ESOI  ratio from 59 to 64.

Another relevant parameter is the energy intensity of the storage vessel. Our reference case RHFC

system uses steel cylinders to store compressed hydrogen. However, lower energy intensities have been

reported for compressed hydrogen storage in vessels made of aluminum (6.9 MJ MJ )  or reinforced

epoxy (3.3 MJ MJ ).  Switching from a steel vessel to reinforced epoxy increases the system's ESOI

ratio from 59 to 69 (Table 4).

4.3 Energy-to-power ratio and implications for seasonal storage

The energy-to-power ratio R is directly proportional to the duration over which a storage system can

continuously dispatch power from its fully charged state at maximum power (the maximum dispatch

time is given by R × η ). It is an important factor governing the net energy balance of a RHFC system

(Fig. 3). The ESOI  ratio of storing energy in a RHFC system is greatest in systems with shorter

continuous dispatch times (or, equivalently, systems that can store fewer hours of power intake). The

design choices made when planning a RHFC storage facility can therefore make the difference between

a system with excellent net energy balance and one that barely breaks even on the energy invested in
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its construction.

For instance, our reference case system, with an ESOI  ratio of 59, can store the energy from up to

three days of overgeneration, providing up to 15 hours of continuous power. However, increasing the

storage capacity to 90 h (for instance, to enhance load shi'ing capacity) would reduce the ESOI  ratio to

26. (On the other hand, if the storage capacity is reduced to only one day of overgeneration, the system

ESOI  ratio would increase modestly to 69.)

Hydrogen storage has been proposed for seasonal energy storage to mitigate the seasonal variation

in wind and solar generation.  A seasonal storage facility designed to store several months of

generation would require a large energy-to-power ratio. When our reference scenario is modified to

provide enough storage (in steel cylinders) for 120 days of generation, the energy cost of the increased

storage capacity drives the ESOI  ratio down to 4.0.

This result shows that in order to provide a net energy benefit, a seasonal-scale RHFC system must

use an alternative method for hydrogen storage. One possibility is underground salt caverns, as

described by Crotogino et al.  and modeled by Maton et al.  We estimate an energy intensity of 3.0 ×

10  MJ MJ  for storing hydrogen in subsurface caverns,‡‡‡ compared to 28 MJ MJ  for steel cylinders.

This would result in an ESOI  ratio of 78 for a seasonal storage system,§§§ much more favorable than

using above-ground hydrogen storage for seasonal load shi'ing. (However, this approach would

constrain seasonal hydrogen storage to geologically suitable areas with nearby subsurface salt

formations.)

Another possible approach is above-ground storage in large spherical pressurized tanks. Because of

the smaller surface-area-to-volume ratio of large spheres, this storage geometry would use less steel to

store the same volume of gas, leading to a lower energy intensity of storage.

4.4 To store or curtail: RHFC's and storage technology alternatives

Energy storage is likely to have an important role in integrating intermittent renewable energy

generation into the electric grid, including capturing overgeneration (“spilled power”) for later use. The

low round-trip efficiency of hydrogen storage suggests that building this type of storage will always

result in a less favorable net energy outcome than other technology options with higher round-trip
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efficiencies. However, in some situations, its low round-trip efficiency is offset by its higher ESOI  ratio

and a high energy return on investment (EROI) of the generating technology.

Constructing a new, dedicated RHFC system with a low energy-to-power ratio (less than 100 h) to

store photovoltaic overgeneration provides a small net energy benefit (Fig. 6). The RHFC system has a

low round-trip efficiency, which tends to make it less energetically favorable. However, this is offset by

the low EROI of photovoltaic power (EROI = 8) – that is, it is energetically expensive to produce

photovoltaic generating capacity (largely due to energy-intensive silicon refining).  Because more

energy was invested to provide each kilowatt-hour of photovoltaic electricity, a photovoltaic-powered

system can tolerate a lower storage efficiency and still realize a net energy benefit, when the storage

capacity is efficiently utilized to capture overgeneration. However, the low round-trip efficiency of the

RHFC system makes it a less favorable choice than lithium-ion (LIB) and sodium sulfur (NaS) batteries

(Fig. 7). These battery technologies have lower ESOI  ratios (Fig. 8) but much higher round-trip

efficiencies (90% for lithium ion; 80% for NaS ). (Pumped hydro and CAES storage are also more

favorable than curtailment, but these storage options are site-limited.) It is preferable to store

photovoltaic overgeneration in a RHFC system than to curtail, but it is even more preferable to store it in

lithium ion or sodium sulfur batteries.

In contrast, constructing new, dedicated RHFC storage is generally unfavorable for wind

overgeneration (Fig. 6): it is energetically preferable to simply curtail the wind overgeneration than to

spend additional energy to build RHFC storage capacity. For wind power, at low diversion ratios (φ <

0.3), the net energy impact of RHFC storage is similar to that of LIB storage (Fig. 7), even though LIB

systems have a much higher round-trip efficiency.

It is noteworthy that even when the EROI of wind-generated electricity is reduced to [EROI]  by

storage in a hydrogen or LIB system, the resulting [EROI]  is still higher than the EROI of fossil-

generated electricity. For instance, if 25% of the output of a wind farm is diverted through the reference

case RHFC system, the aggregate to [EROI]  of the storage-equipped wind farm is approximately 50

(Fig. 7). (The result is the same if LIB is used to store the same fraction of output.) In contrast,

combusting coal or natural gas provides electricity with an EROI of approximately 30.

Net energy analysis describes the energy balance of these technologies, but it does not by itself
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guide or predict investment in one technology option over another. Technology cost and market

structure are important considerations for modeling investment in or deployment of different

technology options, and have been discussed elsewhere.

4.5 Future work

The present analysis contains uncertainties which can be addressed by more complete life-cycle

analysis data. The largest uncertainty is in the energy intensity value of the alkaline electrolyzer stack,

which is a moderately sensitive parameter (Fig. 3). In addition, data on the balance-of-system

contribution to energy intensity is lacking for alkaline electrolyzers, and limited for PEMFC's.

The present analysis makes the simplifying assumption that the electrolyzer and fuel cell operate at

100% of rated power. However, a more detailed model allowing variable operating power would more

closely reflect actual systems, and could be coupled with overgeneration time series data to determine

ESOI  ratios for RHFC operation under detailed variable-output scenarios.

While consideration of resource constraints is beyond the scope of the present analysis, the

availability of platinum (or other precious metals) may impose a practical limit on the pace of

installation of PEMFC-containing RHFC systems.

The AWE-PEMFC configuration examined in this analysis is only one of several possible technology

configurations for implementing hydrogen storage in a RHFC system. PEMWE-PEMFC and AWE-ICE

hydrogen storage systems are already in operation (Fig. 2). In addition, solid oxide electrolyzers and

solid oxide fuel cells are a maturing technology class that may become attractive for use in RHFC

systems. Further analysis is underway in our group to examine the net energy balance of these

additional hydrogen storage technology configurations.

Finally, although the present analysis is restricted to systems that use hydrogen exclusively to

produce electricity, there are several other possible uses for stored hydrogen. These include filling fuel

cell vehicles, enriching the natural gas distribution system, local industrial consumption, and

production of synthetic fuels. A flexible supply installation that can dispense hydrogen to multiple end

uses may achieve a better net energy outcome than any single-use configuration. Net energy analysis of

these other applications of grid-generated hydrogen, and of optimized flexible use, remains for future
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work.

5 Conclusion

Energy storage in hydrogen is a technically feasible option for grid-scale storage, and is already in pilot

demonstrations. Because of its low round-trip efficiency, it may be overlooked in spite of its potential

advantages, such as high energy density and low rate of self-discharge. In order to examine the

potential benefits and drawbacks of hydrogen as a grid-scale energy storage technology, we apply net

energy analysis to a representative hypothetical regenerative hydrogen fuel cell (RHFC) system. We

introduce and apply a method to determine the energy stored on invested (ESOI ) ratio of a reference

case RHFC system.

We find that the reference case RHFC system has a higher ESOI  ratio than lithium ion battery

storage. This indicates that the hydrogen storage system makes more efficient use of manufacturing

energy inputs to provide energy storage. One reason for this is that the steel used to fabricate a

compressed hydrogen storage cylinder is less energetically costly, per unit of stored energy, than the

materials that store electric charge in a battery (electrode paste, electrolyte, and separator). However,

lithium ion batteries remain energetically preferable when considering the operation of the system, as

well as its manufacture, due to their higher round-trip efficiency (90%). This is reflected in the overall

energy efficiencies of the two storage technologies: the overall energy efficiency of a typical lithium ion

battery system is 0.83, compared to 0.30 for the reference case RHFC system. This highlights that in

spite of its relatively efficient use of manufacturing energy inputs, the round-trip efficiency of a RHFC

system must increase before it can provide the same total energy benefit as other storage technologies.

Higher RHFC round-trip efficiency relies on improved electrolyzer and fuel cell performance.

When storing overgeneration from wind turbines, energy storage in hydrogen provides an energy

return similar to batteries, in spite of its lower round-trip efficiency. The aggregate EROI of wind

generation augmented with RHFC storage is equal to that of the same wind facility augmented with

lithium ion battery storage, when up to 25% of the electricity output passes through the storage system.

For spilled power from solar photovoltaics, storage in hydrogen provides an EROI that is slightly higher

than curtailment, though lower than batteries. As with other storage technologies, energy storage in
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hydrogen coupled to wind generation provides an overall EROI that is well above the EROI of fossil

electricity generation.

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

AFC Alkaline fuel cell

AWE Alkaline water electrolyzer

BOS Balance of system

CAES Compressed air energy storage

CHP Combined heat and power

EROI Energy return on investment

ESOI Energy stored on invested

ICE Internal combustion engine

LHV Lower heating value

LIB Lithium ion battery

NaS Sodium-sulfur

PbA Lead acid

PEMFC Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell

PEMWE Polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolyzer

PHS Pumped hydro storage

RHFC Regenerative hydrogen fuel cell

VRB Vanadium redox battery

ZnBr Zinc bromine

Symbols

ε Energy intensity of battery or geologic storage![(MJ) /(MW) ]e electrical electrical
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ε Energy intensity of hydrogen storage![(MJ) /(MJ) ]

η* Overall energy efficiency![dimensionless]

η Efficiency of hydrogen compression![dimensionless]

η Fuel cell system efficiency![dimensionless]

η Grid efficiency of converting primary energy to electrical energy![dimensionless]

η Electrolyzer system efficiency![dimensionless]

η Overall efficiency of a storage system![dimensionless]

λ Cycle life of a storage device![dimensionless]

τ Lifetime of fuel cell stack![s]

τ Lifetime of electrolyzer stack![s]

ζ Energy intensity of fuel cell power![(MJ) /(MW) ]

ζ Energy intensity of electrolyzer power![(MJ) /(MW) ]

D Depth of discharge of a storage device![dimensionless]

E Embodied energy in the fuel cell![(MJ) ]

E
Embodied energy in the electrolyzer![(MJ) ]

E Embodied energy in the compressed hydrogen storage vessel![(MJ) ]

E Embodied energy in the storage system![(MJ) ]

E Cumulative energy dispatched by a storage system throughout its lifetime![(MJ) ]

Energy content of the hydrogen produced in the RHFC system throughout its lifetime!
[(MJ) ]

E Energy consumed to operate the hydrogen compressor of a RHFC system![(MJ) ]

E Energy consumed by the electrolyzer during operation of a RHFC system![(MJ) ]

P Fuel cell power![(MW) ]

st electrical LHV

comp

FC

grid

lyz

system

FC

lyz

FC electrical electrical

lyz electrical electrical

life
emb,FC electrical

life
emb,lyz

electrical

life
emb,st electrical

life
emb electrical

life
out electrical

LHV

op,comp electrical

op,lyz electrical

FC electrical
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P Electrolyzer power![(MW) ]

R Energy-to-power ratio of a storage system![s]

S Hydrogen storage capacity![(MJ) ]

T Cumulative fuel cell operating duration during RHFC service lifetime![s]

T Cumulative electrolyzer operating duration during RHFC service lifetime![s]

[EROI]
EROI of a storage-equipped generation facility when some generation is curtailed!
[dimensionless]

[EROI] EROI of a power generation facility![dimensionless]

[EROI] Aggregate EROI of a storage-equipped generation facility![dimensionless]

ESOI Energy stored on invested ratio (electrical/electrical)![(MJ) /(MW) ]
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Footnotes

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c4ee04041d

‡ Ref. 12 specified the technologies types of both the electrolyzer and the fuel cell for 38 RHFC systems.

These include 15 AWE–PEMFC systems; 10 PEMWE–PEMFC systems; four AWE–ICE systems; four AWE–

CHP systems; two AWE–AFC systems; one PEMWE–ICE system; and one AWE–phosphoric acid fuel cell

system.

§ I.e. the quantity of electrical energy that would result if all primary energy inputs were converted to

electrical energy. The embodied electrical energy is the product of the embodied primary energy and

the grid efficiency η . Throughout this study, we assume η  = 0.30 (consistent with ref. 24).

¶ The ESOI  ratio is identical in definition to the net external energy ratio (NEER).  The same quantity

has also been described as the energy return factor.

|| We make the simplifying assumption that the electrolyzer and fuel cell are always operated at their

nameplate power.

** The lower heating value energy content of hydrogen (120.21 MJ kg  = 33.4 kW h kg ).
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†† We make the simplifying assumption that the electrolyzer and fuel cell are always operated at their

nameplate power, with their nameplate efficiency. In real fuel cells, the system efficiency decreases

with power output.

‡‡ Available analyses estimate the balance-of-system contribution to total PEMFC energy intensity at

9% and 56% in systems that do not include a natural gas reformer (Table S2, ESI†).

§§ In ref. 46 this ratio is calculated as , where η is the dimensionless round-trip efficiency

of the storage device. However, because battery storage capacities are quoted as discharge capacities,

η should be omitted from this expression in order to accurately quantify the lifetime energy output.

See Section 4.1.1 for discussion of including use-phase energy costs of inefficiency in energy return

ratios. Note that the rank ordering of technologies by ESOI  value, calculated using the revised

equation (i.e.(22)) (Table 2), is almost unchanged from the previously reported order in ref. 46.

¶¶ These durations were specified in the original data sources used in the analysis by Barnhart et

al.,  except for LIB. The value of 2 h for LIB is characteristic of existing LIB energy storage

installations.

|||| The ESOI  ratio is identical in definition to the net external energy ratio (NEER).  The same

quantity has also been described as the energy return factor.

*** This upper-bound value assumes ideal battery performance, and neglects the capacity decay that

occurs in real battery systems.

††† The other materials in the battery perform other functions: e.g. copper and aluminum current

collectors conduct charge (but do not store it); casing materials provide structural integrity.

‡‡‡ See ESI† for detailed calculation.

§§§ Similar to our reference case but with enough storage capacity to capture four months of

generation.
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